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Earth system modelling is currently experiencing 
disruptive changes offering great opportunities.



1980-2020: The quiet revolution

Lead time of anomaly
correlation coefficient
(ACC) reaching multiple
thresholds ( High resolution
(HRES) 500 hPa height
forecasts)
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Km-scale models for better predictions

- More resolution – more skill

- Better representation of topography 
and gravity wave drag

- Explicit representation of convection 
(“storm-resolving” models)

- Eddy resolving oceans + tides

- Same resolution as satellite 
measurements

Adapted from Neumann, Dueben et al. Phil Trans A 2018



IFS 48r1 9 km IFS 48r1 4.5 km

Observations

IFS 48r1 29 km

Surface wind speed (T+66h, m/s)

Km-scale models are great -- see Medicane Ianos (Sep 2020)

Waves (T+44h – T+84h) : Model vs. Observations (altimeter)



October 29, 2014

Precipitation (extremes, MCS, etc)

4.5 km9 km 1.5 kmOBS

Scientific developments will be needed to make the most of km-scale models.

So let’s push km-scale models to operations!? – Not out of the box



So let’s push km-scale models to operations!?

• Individual processors will not be faster
→ Parallelisation / power consumption

• Hardware will be more heterogeneous
→ CPUs / GPUs / FPGAs / ASICs

• Machine learning has strong impact on 
hardware development
→ High floprate at low precision

Source: venturebeat.com

Climate is changing,
→ we need better models now

Compute power?
9 km → 1 km → Factor 93 = 729 compute power

Moore's law is the observation that the number of transistors in 
an integrated circuit doubles about every two years.
→ 29 = 512 → Let’s wait for 18 years?

Data and storage?
9km: 6,599,680 points x 137 levels x10 variables
→ 9 billion points → > 0.5 TB

1.5km: 256,800,000 points x 137 levels x 10 variables
→ 352 billion points → > 20 TB

Uff…



Adapted from Neumann, Dueben et al. Phil Trans A 2018

2015-today: The digital revolution



Towards a Digital Twin Earth

EU’s Destination Earth (DestinE) initiative

simulations observations
(ECMWF IFS 1.4 km)



DestinE’s Digital Twin Engine

Framework for Digital Twin Workflows
• High Performance Computing adaptation / Digital Twin optimisation
• IO and data workflows
• Software management, controlling workflows, cloud environments
• Visualization

A Game Engine type framework but for Earth Systems…

HPC Medicine

List of ingredients: 
workflow manager, data 
structures/parallelization 
library, model plugin 
architecture for interactive 
capabilities, key-value 
object storage with 
semantic, data access API, 
IO-Server API, on-the-fly 
post-processing API, data 
notification system, data 
cube API, visualisation & 
rendering services



More realistic at global scale

More realistic at local scale

© N. Koldunov, AWI

Better results via a coupled model system

Global km-scale models will improve realism of 
simulations significantly and are now becoming available.

2015-today: The digital revolution to allow for km-scale models



Machine learned weather models



Improve understanding
• Fuse information content from different datasources
• Unsupervised learning
• Causal discovery
• AI powered visualisation
• Uncertainty quantification
• …

Speed up simulations
• Emulate model components
• Port emulators to heterogeneous hardware
• Use reduced numerical precision and sparse machine learning
• Optimise HPC and data workflow
• Data compression
• …

Improve models
• Learn components from observations
• Correct biases
• Quality control of observations and observation operators
• Feature detection
• …

Link communities
• Health – e.g. for predictions of risks
• Energy – e.g. for local downscaling
• Transport – e.g. to combine weather and IoT data
• Pollution – e.g. to detect sources
• Extremes – e.g. to predict wild fires
• …

Explore the space of machine learning for weather and climate modelling

Weather and climate modelling centres mostly explore the “hybrid space” coupling machine learning to conventional models. 



Can we replace conventional Earth System models by deep learning?



NIVIDA’s Earth-2 is coming with FourCastNet

Can we replace conventional Earth System models by deep learning?



GraphCast from Google/Deepmind and Fourcastnet from 
NVIDIA are beating conventional weather forecast model in 
deterministic scores and are orders of magnitudes faster.

But how do these models actually work?

They get the best results when using very large timesteps.

They are trained for a small Root Mean Square Error.
→ They smear out for large lead times.

Many questions remain:
Can the models extrapolate?
Can they represent extreme events? 
Can they learn uncertainty? 
Can they be trained from observations?
Can they represent physical consistency?

Images from Keisler (2022)

2022-today: The machine learning revolution



What machine learned models can and cannot do?
• Conventional models will not be replaced by machine learning models entirely.

• Within the next couple of years most weather predictions will come from machine learning models.

• Machine learning will be the perfect glue between models and observations.

• Km-scale models will make a difference for the generation of training datasets.

• Machine learning models have also potential for climate projections despite the extrapolation problem.

2022-today: The machine learning revolution



2022-today: The machine learning revolution

Machine learned models can now also do AMIP simulations.
Kochokov et al. @Google in preparation

And Foundation Models will enter the domain…



Dude, when does he finally start to talk 
about correctness and reproducibility?



Workmode of 2010:
• A single scientist can understand the whole Earth system model
• Earth system models consist of 100,000 lines of Fortran Code
• Code is shared via tarballs, data is stored locally
• Models run on CPUs and Moore’s law is still working

Workmode of 2020:
• A single scientist cannot understand the whole Earth system model anymore
• A team of software developers is needed to use heterogeneous hardware
• Models start to run on GPUs, Moore’s law is dying
• Data is stored locally but meta information is available online
• Online code repositories are used to control quality and share model code

Workmode of 2030:
• Machine learning models of 2,000 lines of Python code compete with 

conventional models
• There are hundreds of models and many of them with specific tasks
• HPC is federated
• Data is federated

Change of gear

Slide from Estela Suarez

Tim Palmer’s A380 comparison



ECMWF - DESTINATION EARTH

Limited versatility to access and interact with the data

Pre-defined configurations & simulation run times
(every 7 years for climate!)

Small-scall processes not represented

Limited resolutions Limited ways to change experiment design or output

Separation of earth system & impact 
sector models

Earth System 
models & observations Impact sectors Users

Current Systems



ECMWF - DESTINATION EARTH

Earth System 
models & observations

Impact sectors
Co-design
with users

Interactivity

Data streaming and tailored data access 

High resolutions

High quality global information with local granularity

Bringing impact sector models WITHIN the same workflow

Continuous (e.g yearly for climate) production

Flexible on-demand production

DestinE builds Digital Twins of the Earth



Reproducibility – So much room for pessimism

- In 2020, the IFS ran in production on ECMWF’s supercomputer and on a handful 
other computers for research. In 2024, the IFS will generate semi-operational 
predictions on several of the EuruHPC supercomputers as part of DestinE.

- Today’s high-end models use several tools for portability (OpenACC, HIP, CUDA, 
DSLs such as GT4Py, Loki and Psyclone…).

- Machine learning models add new dimensions of complexity:

- Retrained models can be very different

- Use of pre-trained models

- Use of transfer learning

- Use of Foundation models in the future

- Need to define and keep track of dataset and data manipulations



Make machine learning developments comparable via benchmark datasets

Benchmark datasets include:

- A problem statement

- Data that is available online

- Python code or Jupyter notebooks

- A reference machine learning solution

- Quantitative evaluation metrics

- Visualisation, diagnostics and robustness tests

- Computational benchmarks

Benchmark datasets are useful because:

- They allow a quantitative evaluation of machine 
learning approaches 

- They reduce data access and help scientists to get 
access to relevant data

- They allow for a separation of concerns between 
domain sciences and machine learning experts

- They allow for a separation of concerns between 
domain sciences and HPC experts



Benchmarks 
needed

Physical, 
turbulent 
systems

Obser-
vationsModelling

Missing machine learning benchmark datasets for atmospheric sciences
Trustworthy AI, 

explainable AI, physical 
consistency

Transfer learning

Online and 
reinforcement learning

Multi-scale interactions 
in space and time

Unstructured grids on 
the sphere

Training of machine 
learning tools in a 
changing climate

Dataflow and handling 
of huge datasets

Site-specific 
characteristics of 

observations

Composite 
distributions of 
observations

Extreme value 
predictions

Missing data and 
irregular spacing of 

monitoring sites

Auto correlation and 
periodic patterns

Physical constraints

Fusion of diverse 
datasets

Data anonymity

Nowcasting 
applications

Air-quality applications

Uncertainty estimates

Feature detection

Hybrid modelling and 
coupling

Uncertainty 
quantification and 

representation

Weather and climate 
predictions based on 

machine learning

The emulation of model 
components

Post-processing and 
down-scaling

Dueben, Schultz, Chantry, Gagne, Hall, McGovern AIES 2022



MAchinE Learning for Scalable meTeoROlogy and cliMate
The datasets have been published! https://www.maelstrom-eurohpc.eu/content/docs/uploads/doc6.pdf
https://www.maelstrom-eurohpc.eu/           @MAELSTROM_EU

Learn how to use machine learning at scale → The MAELSTROM project



Data is open, diagnostics are at hand – A new way to verify correctness



https://www.ecmwf.int/en/about/media-centre/news/2023/how-ai-models-are-
transforming-weather-forecasting-showcase-data
https://www.ecmwf.int/en/about/media-centre/aifs-blog/2023/ECMWF-unveils-
alpha-version-of-new-ML-model

Data is open, diagnostics are at hand – A new way to verify correctness

https://www.ecmwf.int/en/about/media-centre/news/2023/how-ai-models-are-transforming-weather-forecasting-showcase-data
https://www.ecmwf.int/en/about/media-centre/news/2023/how-ai-models-are-transforming-weather-forecasting-showcase-data


What the forecasts are showing: Severe Cold / Sodankylä, Finland, 22 Feb 00UTC

29

Observation – green hourglass
IFS HRES – red dot
IFS ENS - blue
Pangu – cyan dot
FourCastNet – magenta dot
Climatology – red box plot

Figure from 
Zied Ben-Bouallegue

To explore the ability of data-driven 
models to capture extreme events we 
examine a case study from Finland 
from earlier this year, when -29C was 
observed.
We find that Pangu and FourCastNet 
recognised the severity of this event 
earlier, however all models 
underestimated the temperature 
significantly, to a similar degree.



Why was the approach of global machine learning models so successful?
• Because there was a very large unified training dataset available with ERA5 from Copernicus.

• Open benchmark datasets are needed to allow for quantitative comparisons and to bridge communities.

• Km-scale models will make a difference for the generation of training datasets.

Data is open, diagnostics are at hand – A new way to verify correctness



Reproducibility – So much room for optimism

- Git is standard, CI tests are getting better, model code is unified via DSLs

- Many datasets are nowadays open and Journals require open data and source code

- Most machine learning models and training datasets are published with the papers as open 
source

- Bit-wise reproducibility may not be as important anymore when compared to the ability to fulfil 
loss functions and complex diagnostics as we approach a new era in model comparison

- Compute and data handling will (hopefully) be more unified as we approach federated data 
and computing



The best way to check correctness is via automated tools 

Pershin, Chantry, Dueben, Hogan, Palmer ESS Open Archive 2023



The best way to check correctness is via automated tools 

Pershin, Chantry, Dueben, Hogan, Palmer ESS Open Archive 2023



What is our aim today? – Imagine if…
• …all model output, reanalysis data and all observations from the past and presence would be 

available online via federated data storage and next to federated computing and with a uniform API 
and as uniform packages

• …there would be conventional Earth system models and machine learning models that can be used 
off-the-shelf to analyse and extend those datasets

• …all of these tools would be scalable and easy to use on laptops and supercomputers from various 
computing languages

• …there would be off-the-shelf tools to interpret physical reasoning and causality via unsupervised 
machine learning, to perform uncertainty quantification, and to perform state-of-the-art visualisation

• …there are off-the shelf machine learning solutions, and unit testing would be standard

We need to fight complexity and diversity of software with centralised infrastructure efforts and norms.

We need world-wide collaboration on data and infrastructure developments to achieve this.
First approaches already exist with Destination Earth, Earth-2 and EVE



How will machine learning for weather and climate evolve in a public/private partnership?



What have we learned?

The quiet revolution (1980-2020):
• Steady investment into Earth system modelling and Earth system observations made a difference.

The digital revolution (2015-today):
• Conventional models need to be made future proof via new software and hardware standards.
• Large scale efforts make km-scale models possible today and they will make a difference.

The machine learning revolution (2022-today):
• A PhD student can write a machine learning tool that can beat the best weather prediction model in 

the world based on hundreds of person years of developments.
• Data needs to be open and easy to use to make progress.

The next step: Models will be better, tools will be easier, and data/HPC will be federated
• To achieve this needs programmes such as Destination Earth, Earth-2 and EVE.

Many thanks!  Peter.Dueben@ecmwf.int @PDueben
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